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EXAGGERATED THINKING | Making an issue bigger than it needs to be. This can lead to an argument or even intentionally  
picking a fight to get out of doing something you do not want to do but making it appear unintentional and innocent.  

BITTERNESS THINKING | Assuming something negative where there is no evidence to support it.  Staying in your head 
and not sharing your thoughts with others. Thinking that you know the true intentions of those around you, which are  
usually to harm you. 

SHOULD HAVE, COULD HAVE, WOULD HAVE, IF ONLY THINKING | Focusing on what may have happened but did not  
happen.  Living life in regret.  Hindsight is always 20/20. Using fantasy to relive and rewrite the past to benefit your  
perspective of right and wrong.  A friend told me once, “Don’t let yourself be should upon.”

JUDGE, JURY AND EXECUTIONER THINKING | After staying in your head and becoming bitter, you role play and fantasize 
about getting even with those who disrespected you.

ABSOLUTE THINKING | You always do that. You never do that. Every time you do that. 

JUSTIFICATION THINKING | “My behaviors do not hurt others; they only affect me.”  “I have worked hard today, so  
I deserve this.”  “This will be the last time.”  

COMPARISON THINKING | “My partner does not say those nice things to me.” “My partner does not look as good as she does.”   
“My partner does not affirm me like he/she does.” “My marriage is not as good as theirs.”  

MAGNIFICATION | Thinking of your good qualities as better than they are.  Thinking the defects of others worse than they 
are. 

MINIMIZATION | Thinking your defects to be less than they are. Thinking the strengths of others to be less than they really 
are.

AWFULIZING | Only thinking about the worst, not considering that the worst may not happen.

FEELINGS OVER FACTS | Making choices based on how you feel and not on factual information or intellectual reasoning.  
Remember feelings are real but not always reality.

FACTS OVER FEELINGS | Making choices based on your perception of the facts and discounting the feelings of others. 

LABELING | Gives you a sense of feeling better about yourself by treating the person as an object and not a person. “You are  
stupid. You’re a borderline. You’re a sex addict.  You’re codependent.  You’re a schizoid.  You’re depressed, etc.”

ACCUSATION/BLAME | Assuming the other person is the cause for your problems and unmet expectations.  “I know what you  
really meant.”

ENTITLEMENT THINKING | Thinking and believing that society and others owe you, and you should have things you may 
not have worked for.

SELF-RIGHTEOUS/PRIDEFUL THINKING | “I am special and deserve to be around others that are special and of power and 
influence.” “I am unique, like no one else and deserve unique treatment.”

CRIMINAL THINKING | Thoughts that are anti-social in nature, such as “Rules apply to others not me, It is only wrong if  
I get caught. They have so much they will not miss it.”  

VICTIM THINKING | You think that circumstances and others are against you, such as society, family, friends, work, etc.  
No matter how hard you try, you believe there is no way to make lemonade out of the lemons life has given you.
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